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INTRODUCTION
The global shortage of skilled, motivated, and supported health workers is universally acknowledged as a barrier
to achieving the Millennium Development Goals (MDG), and many countries are implementing large‐ scale community
health worker (CHW) programs to extend the reach of services to currently underserved populations. CHWs are not a
new strategy, and the literature from the 1980’s and 1990’s spoke to the problems of supporting this type of worker
that was promoted as part of Alma Ata’s declaration for primary health care. The GHI Evidence Summit defines a
Community Health Worker as a broadly used term for:
A health worker who receives standardized training outside the formal nursing or medical curricula to
deliver a range of basic health, promotional, educational and mobilization services and has a defined
role within the community system and larger health system. These workers have many different titles,
including but not limited to village health workers, health promoters, community health agents,
community health extension workers, or traditional birth attendants, who serve as extensions of the
formal health system.
Community health workers, by definition, are linked to their communities, and thus should receive support from
them, as well as the formal health system. This synthesis paper focuses on the supports the formal health system needs
to provide to ensure effective CHW performance and thus contribute to reaching the MDGs. Despite many decades of
experience, the ability of health systems to sustainably support CHWs still poses challenges.
This Evidence Review Team (ERT2) approached this task from several directions. We recognized widely used
frameworks for health system strengthening and human resources for health from other international work, including
that of WHO. We reviewed an initial set of recommended literature (from USAID) and refined our questions as we
learned more. This paper synthesizes the results of a review of the evidence for formal health systems support, based
on an initial set of 74 experimental studies compiled for the Evidence Review Team (ERT) by USAID and additional
literature the ERT identified. We also incorporated comments submitted by participants in the CHW summit and
appended an additional list of articles they recommended to the reference list included in this report.
Our time and resources were limited. This review is not a comprehensive “systematic review” of all available
literature. Nor do we restrict our comments and findings to only what is supported by rigorous research. We combine
literature review, expert opinion, and our own discussions in a synthetic report.

REFINING THE FOCAL QUESTIONS
Sharpening Our Evidence Review: Critical Revision of Review Questions
From the first Pre‐summit meeting, this Evidence Review Team (ERT2) was tasked with addressing two Focal
Questions:
Focal Question 2: Formal Health System ERT: Which formal health system support activities improve the
performance of community health workers?
Focal Question 4: How are community and formal health system support activities structured and/or
operationalized to improve CHW performance?
The initial body of literature gathered for ERT2 review included a large number of papers that ERT2 members
felt were not relevant to answering these questions, and did not necessarily capture the broader health systems issues
at the heart of CHW performance support. The group discussed at length its understanding of the focal questions and
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the review criteria, and sought to clarify the meaning of “formal health system support activities” and CHW
“performance.” ERT2 eventually proposed modified questions, developed a conceptual framework for organizing the
literature findings, and expanded review criteria to include systematic reviews and studies with non‐experimental
designs. Through the conceptual framework (see
Figure 1 below), the ERT proposes three domains in which such formal health system performance factors could
operate: the broader health systems elements themselves (analogous to the WHO building blocks); the interface
between these elements and CHW programs at scale; and how these elements also influence CHWs as a group working
at the point of service delivery. We do note, however, that this framework emphasizes the role of CHWs as part of the
formal health system. Not all CHW programs would subscribe to this view. An alternative view, of the CHW as
community member helping to manage interactions with the health system might result in a different presentation. This
might be addressed better by some of the other ERTs.
Figure 1: Conceptual framework for health system support for enhancing CHW performance
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CHW performance includes both efficacy of individual CHWs’ activities as well as effectiveness of CHW programs
or systems in improving desired outcomes, such as population‐level health improvements (see Figure 2 below for an
unpacking of CHW performance). For both individual CHW functioning and the functioning of CHW programs,
performance can be thought of in terms of processes, outputs, and outcomes arranged in a causal sequence.
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Figure 2: Unpacking CHW performance*

It is useful to consider formal health system support activities along similar lines. That is, it is fairly obvious that
just providing such inputs as training, supplies, supervision, etc., may be a necessary condition to enable CHWs to
perform if we contrast the alternative as not providing inputs. We interpreted the intention of these questions as going
beyond simply describing or enumerating “which formal health system support activities improve CHW performance”.1
To move beyond that basic level we thought it more useful to refine the questions at two broad levels – as outlined in
Figure 1 ‐‐ and to revise evidence review questions to reflect that consensus of ERT2. For example, Figure 1 includes
under CHW program factors “design elements”. We also noted that sometimes there is more linear process such as:

CHW program designInitial program roll outHealth system factors affecting scale‐upFurther program
rolloutCHW program functioningCHW performance
In this linear process, evidence affecting design of CHW programs which might relate to health system factors
won’t tell us much about how health system factors (at the level of the actual health system) operate on scaled‐up CHW
programs. We wanted to make sure our evidence review captured sufficiently the latter questions.
We worked with two related sets of questions. The first set of questions concerns the design of CHW programs
(see Figure 3 for a schematic of these factors). We noted that much of the evidence we were identifying as relevant
were studies and reports of testing different types of inputs to CHWs (for example, training materials, or drug supply
kits) or different approaches to implementing CHW program processes (for example, use of information technology or

1

Using, for example, WHO’s health system “building blocks” one could say that some degree of all of them would improve CHW
performance. Similarly WHO’s normative guidelines on key elements needed for well‐functioning human resources for health (see
WHO “Working Together for Health” 2006 World Health Report, World Health Organization, Geneva) would elicit a similar response.
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CHW supervisor processes). These studies were seeking to answer questions on a small scale or experimental level, such
as how would a certain type of input or process improve performance? We felt these studies were similar in intent to
clinical trials that seek to identify efficacious therapies. The enquiry they represent starts at a place past the initial
question of “generically does this type of input (say training) improve CHW performance?” Rather, they ask, “how does a
specific approach or innovation in providing this input do?” and in some cases they ask “Does an innovative approach do
better than some more basic approach to providing it?”

Figure 3: Unpacking CHW program factors

ERT2 feels this type of evidence is relevant and important, but it doesn’t take us far enough along the way to
understanding inputs and processes at the systems level or how larger‐scale system factors affect CHW performance.
We felt that this was really the main concern of the evidence review and that we were likely to not give it sufficient
weight if we didn’t explicitly identify it.
The second set of questions focuses on formal health system support activities’ influence on CHW program
performance at scale. How do formal health system support activities affect the implementation and scale‐up from
CHW program design and initial rollout to larger scale CHW program implementation? For example, how do health
system elements such as financing or distribution of drugs and supplies at system level influence CHW program
performance, such as in the larger scale implementation of initial design? Within the conceptual framework the group
felt that the health system building blocks were useful as categories of health system elements that help organize causal
analysis (see Figure 4 below for health system factors unpacked).
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Figure 4: Unpacking health system factors for CHW performance
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A revised question for ERT2 was proposed:

“How can formal health systems do better to improve CHW performance; including aspects of
program design, launch, scale‐up, and continuous improvement.”
Revision of our Approach to the Literature for Review
Following our rethinking of the questions, we revisited the experience of the initial round of the evidence
reviews. The group felt that the emphasis on (a) published literature and (b) studies with some type of experimental
design resulted in a bias towards work on the CHW design factors and the lower probability of identifying evidence on
how formal health system support factors affect CHW performance at scale. The latter questions were less likely to be
amenable to well‐designed small studies, and more likely to be addressed in program and policy review reports.
To reflect these concerns, ERT2 members went back to review some of the larger multi‐country review reports
and also sought a wider base of studies which would be more likely to capture the system and program level factors.
Also, in order not to reject such studies and reports for their lack of experimental design, we modified the questions
reviewers would try to answer. These are given in Figure 5 below.

Figure 5: Some questions for reviewers of papers on larger scale CHW programs or multi‐country reviews
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1.
2.
3.

Does the paper contain quantitative evidence of CHW performance? Clarify with examples of key indicators.
Does the paper contain qualitative evidence of CHW performance? Clarify with examples of key indicators.
Does the paper contain evidence from more than one country? List countries. Is the evidence comparable
across countries or very different?
4. Does the paper contain a conceptual framework for the determinants of CHW performance? Is the
conceptual framework used to structure the evidence presented and to draw inferences about the linkage
between health system activities and CHW performance?
5. Does the paper report on studies using experimental methods with control groups? Clarify which methods
are used.
6. How effective is the study in controlling for confounding factors which might explain performance results or
the effects of health system factors. Classify as sufficiently effective, somewhat effective, not effective.
Clarify.
7. What conclusions does the paper draw about the effect of health system support activities on CHW program
performance? What conclusions related to the design of programs? What conclusions relate to the process
of scaling up design through health systems?
8. Try to specify conclusions related to specific health system support activities, according to the building
blocks. What findings or lessons related to specific building blocks come out of the paper?
9. What do you think are other key findings or conclusions of the paper relevant for ERT2?
10. Should any of the papers cited in the paper you reviewed be added to our list of papers to review?

LITERATURE REVIEW PROCESS
The USAID Evidence Summit planning team provided each ERT with an initial set of papers from which they
could build a pool of literature. USAID’s goal with this first set of papers was to produce an initial database of literature
consisting of high‐quality studies relevant to the focal questions. They approached the literature search with underlying
belief that, if available, high‐quality studies would provide the best evidence for making decisions and recommendations
about policy and practice— which is the goal of the Evidence Summit. However, USAID recognized that the full body of
evidence on CHW performance extends beyond papers with rigorous study designs and also beyond the published
literature.
In the course of developing a literature search strategy, USAID learned of a systematic review being carried out
by researchers at the CDC on the effectiveness and costs of interventions to improve health care provider performance
and related health outcomes in low‐ and middle‐income countries. The literature CDC identified included a subset of
studies on improving CHW performance. Given significant overlap in goals of the CDC systematic review and goals of the
Evidence Summit, USAID decided to build on the work CDC had done and, with CDC’s permission, USAID utilized the
studies that were specific to CHWs.
A challenge was that the CDC database only went through 5/31/2006, with the exception of those studies that
had been identified through personal libraries, etc., through 9/15/2010. The USAID planning team updated the CDC
search to include studies published through the present. However, USAID did not have resources to replicate the exact
search, and instead completed a narrower search that stayed true “in spirit” to protocol of CDC search, knowing that this
database would serve as a starting point and experts with knowledge in the field would point to additional literature on
this topic.
The CDC search yielded 128 studies on CHWs. The USAID search, covering June 2006‐December 2011, yielded
183 papers. Since several of the papers identified through the CDC systematic review were published after May 31,
2006, there were eight duplicate papers which were removed. This yielded a total of 303 papers.
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Studies identified through CDC search had all been screened for relevance to the CDC systematic review, but not
for relevance to the focal questions for the Evidence Summit. Therefore, each of the 303 papers was screened for
relevance by two members of the USAID Evidence Summit planning team. If it was relevant, the reviewers made a
recommendation as to which ERT the paper should be assigned. Any divergence in reviewer opinion on paper
assignments were addressed and resolved by the full Evidence Summit planning group. This process resulted in 174
papers moving forward to the ERTs, of which 74 were assigned to ERT2.
These papers were randomly assigned to ERT members for review prior to the Pre‐Summit meeting on March
26. This review process included a quality screen (see Annex 1). The ERT discussed these papers at the Pre‐Summit
meeting, and agreed that many of the papers were not relevant to answering the ERT2 focal questions. Therefore, each
reviewer was asked to go back to his/her assigned papers and assess again for relevance, based on whether the paper
included a measure of CHW performance and included any description of a formal health system support activity within
any of the WHO health system building blocks or elements of CHW program design. If a paper was deemed relevant to
the ERT2 focal questions, it went forward for further review and analysis. Of the 74 initial papers assigned to ERT2, 27
were ultimately deemed relevant based on this preliminary screen for relevance.
In addition to the original 74 papers several other papers were submitted to ERT2 via the Call for Evidence and
via other ERTs. An additional 10 articles were received via the Call for Evidence and 20 articles were suggested to ERT2
by other ERTs following the Pre‐Summit. Each of these 30 papers was also assessed for relevancy. Seven of the 10
papers received via the Call for Evidence and 16 of the 20 papers submitted following the Pre‐Summit were deemed
relevant. The group also decided to add 12 review articles to the pool of literature, which had been excluded from the
initial literature search strategy. Thus, there were a total of 62 articles deemed relevant for more in‐depth review.
Each of these 62 articles was reviewed by an ERT2 member, who rated its relevancy using a more specific
relevancy rating scale (see Annex 1). The reviewer also summarized each paper’s findings using a review template
developed by the ERT to match the conceptual framework and focal questions (see Figure 5). One of the questions
included in the review template asked whether there were any citations that should be added to the pool of literature.
These recommendations generated an additional 29 articles. There were also five articles that were recommended to
ERT2 (additional to the initial set of 20 suggested after the Pre‐Summit). Three of these were deemed relevant.
ERT2 worked to gather these 34 articles, and obtained 27 of them to review for relevancy. Ten were identified
as relevant and received a further review for key findings. These findings were combined with the findings identified
from the reviews of the first 62 articles.
Source
CDC + USAID literature reviews
Call for Evidence
Recommendations from other ERTs
Review articles
ERT members, based on citation review
Total

Initial
Number
74
10
25
12
29
150

Number relevant to
ERT2
27
7
19
12
10
75

KEY FINDINGS
Building on our conceptual framework, we report below on key finding from the evidence review from three
types of papers: 1) larger review articles and report which typically cover a number of countries over time; 2) published
studies of specific program factors and how they affect CHW performance; and 3) published studies of the effect of
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health system factors on CHW performance. As noted above, only half the studies reviewed were judged relevant. The
scientific rigor and quality of research was variable amongst those reviewed.

Review Articles and Reports on CHW Performance
As part of the review process, ERT2 reviewed and synthesized major reviews of the CHW literature in order to
elicit consistent themes and findings (Berman, 1987; Frankel, 1992; Haines, 2007; Kane, 2010; Lassi, 2011; Lehman and
Sanders, 2007; Malacher, 2011; Prasad, 2008; UNICEF, 2004; Bhutta et al, 2010). These review articles spanned 25 years
and encompassed studies of CHW programs in many different contexts. What is striking about these papers is the
consistency with which common themes emerged as determinants of CHW performance. Though expressed in different
ways, the common factors include:










Community ownership and involvement in the CHW program
Support from the local and national government
Well designed and clearly defined job descriptions
Appropriate pre‐service education and continuing in‐service training
Effective linkages (integration of CHWs into) with the formal health system
Supportive supervision and constructive feedback
Adequate financial and non‐financial incentives
Adequate resources to ensure CHWs are properly equipped, supplied and supported
Systematic monitoring and evaluation of CHW performance

While these factors are cited consistently, there is also consistent caution that they must be adapted to the
context; e.g. “Studies also showed that if context differed, even with similar interventions, negative mechanisms could
be triggered, compromising CHW performance.” (Kane, 2010).
Community ownership and involvement is the province of ERT 3 and so will not be discussed at length here.
However, it does overlap with “health system” factors with respect to the selection and support of CHWs. The studies
reviewed stress the importance of the CHW being from the community to be served and selected by the households
that will be served. These principles are frequently violated in practice. Even where the CHW is from the community to
be served, they are often selected by established formal or informal authority figures. The result can be that divisions
within the community are reflected in CHW performance, as the CHW may neglect households or groups within the
community not favored by the authority figure. There may also be concerns about sharing personal matters involving
privacy or stigma with a well‐known community member.
Almost all the reviews addressed the issue of selection criteria. World‐wide, CHWs are overwhelmingly female
(70%), though this again varies by context and the tasks assigned to the CHW. Many countries have established formal
criteria for CHW selection, including age, sex, educational attainment and number of offspring. It is less clear that these
selection criteria are essential to CHW performance depending on the complexity of the tasks they are assigned and the
value in local context of other characteristics such as social status, perceived experience, etc. Strong community support
for the CHW tends to outweigh specific eligibility criteria. Nonetheless, there is a strong argument for basic literacy and
numeracy where that is feasible.
The support of local and national government is regularly mentioned as a determinant of CHW success. In part,
this reflects the perceived importance of political will on the part of national and local leaders to have the program
succeed. This translates into creating the authorizing framework for the CHW program, as well as resource allocation
and accountability in the bureaucracy. Several articles mentioned the potential conflict between CHWs and health
professionals. The support of local and national government can help mitigate this problem.
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The specificity and appropriateness of job descriptions or task assignment for CHW was also mentioned
repeatedly in the articles mentioned. No specific breadth or depth of work is proposed. Rather, the more important
criteria seem to be (a) responsiveness to the health needs perceived by the community to be served, and (b) a scope of
work that is feasible and manageable for the CHW given the time, skills, supplies and support available to the CHW.
Conversely, lack of clarity as to the CHW’s role, skill set or scopes of work that are perceived to be not adequately
helpful to the community, overlap with the roles of other health providers, and inability to deliver on promised services
undermine CHW performance.
The scope and duration of CHW pre‐service education varies widely from as little as a week to several months.
The content of training should reflect the scope of work assigned to the CHW as part of the over‐all health strategy.
Training in preventive and curative practices should be combined with communication, education, counseling and
record‐keeping skills. Training methodologies have evolved over time to give greater emphasis to role‐playing,
simulations, practice sessions, simulations and other practical applications relative to didactic approaches. The location
of training (community‐based or facility‐based) depends on the skills to be imparted, with preference given to providing
training where there will be the greatest opportunity to acquire needed knowledge and skills. For example, skills in
community education are best acquired through practice in the community, whereas a facility may be better for gaining
practice at assessing and treating sick children. Regular in‐service training is recommended by all the reviews, though
the content, duration and methods are context‐specific.
The need for a clear relationship between the CHW and the formal health system is another consistent theme.
In part, this serves to legitimize and give needed status to the CHW within the community to be served. Clearly defined
linkages also serve to clarify the responsibilities of the CHW relative to other health providers, establish supervisory and
support relationships, define modalities for in‐service training, create referral mechanisms and establish pathways for
supply of essential commodities. There are, however, different visions of this relationship and programs in different
countries may reflect this. On one hand, CHWs may be seen to be part of the formal health system, extending services
into community. In a contrasting vision, CHWs are seen primarily as community members managing the interface with
the formal health system. These two views are posed as distinct here, but in practice they can be combined to varying
degrees. There is no conclusive evidence supporting any specific view, but clarity, in any case, is desirable.
The importance of supportive supervision and constructive feedback to the CHW was emphasized in virtually
every article reviewed. Supervision provides the opportunity for in‐service training, coaching, data collection, and re‐
supply. Ideally, it consists of two‐way communication, with the supervisor developing increasing understanding of the
needs and challenges of CHW. Unfortunately, supervision is also frequently described in the literature as the weak link
in CHW programs. Supervision is typically under‐resourced, since it demands the time of health professionals who often
have other responsibilities and are poorly prepared for the supervisory role. In addition, transport costs frequently
serve as a barrier to supervising CHW who are not in close proximity to health facilities. This compounds the sense of
isolation among CHW.
Adequate financial and non‐financial incentives are needed to develop effective and sustainable CHW programs.
While many CHW are volunteers, there is little evidence that such programs are sustainable and attrition is usually high.
Payments to CHW that are inadequate, irregular or cease are counter‐productive to performance. An array of non‐
monetary incentives has also been employed, including in‐kind payments (e.g., bicycles), awards from the health system,
community recognition, increased social status, and opportunities for career advancement. Which array of monetary
and non‐monetary incentives will be effective is context‐dependent.
CHW programs must be adequately resourced to be effective. CHW need regular training, continuous
supervision, reliable supply of commodities and equipment, access to transportation, and remuneration. While CHW
programs may be cost‐effective, they are not necessarily lower‐cost than facility‐based service delivery and demand
generation when total cost is considered. Whether run by governments or NGOs, adequate budgets must be assigned
to support CHWs.
‐ 10 ‐

Finally, monitoring and evaluation are essential to effective CHW programs. They provide the basis for early
detection of problems and corresponding intervention. They are also the basis for adaptive learning that permits
managers to adjust programs in light of experience. M&E requires both regular collection of valid data and use of the
data to guide decision‐making. M&E adds to the cost of CHW programs and must be included within CHW program
budgets.

Published Studies on the Effects of Program Factors on CHW Performance
A review was undertaken to examine the effect of specific program factors on CHW performance. Program
factors were categorized according to three areas: (1) design elements – role definitions and scope of practice,
advancement opportunities, selection criteria, service mix, complexity of service package, integration with other health
providers, and geographic distribution; (2) implementation of interventions – training, supervision, coaching,
mentoring, incentives, and supply/logistic support; and (3) monitoring and evaluation activities – evaluating individual
CHWs performance, monitoring individual CHWs performance, and evaluation of CHW program performance to assess
relation of changes to program. After exclusion of ‘synthesis and general review reports and articles’, we reviewed in
detail 75 papers and articles ranging from randomized trials, quasi‐experimental design studies with pre and post
interventions, with and without control groups, and case studies with expert opinion.
Based on the review of these articles, several common themes emerge regarding the association between
specific types, or combinations of, program factors as related to CHW performance. It is, however, important to
underscore that the majority of publications were relatively limited in scope (i.e., examined one or a few program
factors, alone or combined) and many did not use rigorous scientific research methods. In fact, an assessment of Bhutta
et al, 2010 review of CHW indicated that only 18% of the 271 articles described in the tables included a proximate
measure of CHW performance. While 68% mentioned initial training, only 16% mentioned refresher training, 26% any
supervision, and 13% incentives, and almost none had evaluated the effects of these program factors on performance.
Nonetheless, several key findings across these articles include:





Role definition is important in determining level of training requirements and how the CHW will be integrated
into the health system with other providers (see for example, Bhutta, 2011; Delacollette, 1996; Fauveau, 1992);
Training is necessary but not sufficient to translate knowledge into practice. CHWs benefited from a range of
supports – job aids/tools, mentoring, supervision, performance feedback and monitoring – to ensure specific
performance standards. It is however unclear from the literature what else is needed and how to assure
arrangements of multiple supports to maximize practice standards (see for example, Elder, 1992; Fort and
Voltero, 20004; Shah, Muno, and Winch, 2010; Thiam, 2007; Vijayaraghavan, 1986) ;
Motivation is an important factor for ensuring ongoing productivity and quality of CHW performance. A range of
motivational factors were examined, both financial and non‐financial, and positive relations were often seen
between these factors and performance (see, for example, Winch, 2010; Schneider, Hlophe & Rensburg, 2008;
Sircar, 1991; Shankar, 2009).

As stated, there was no ‘gold standard’ of scientific research to reveal how these factors, either combined or
compared to each other, affected overall CHW performance. Nor were there rigorous studies of the specific
characteristics of these factors, such as length of training, types of supervision, etc., that identified more effective means
of delivering many of these interventions. However, a range of studies and expert opinion appear to point to the
importance of specific programmatic factors in influencing CWH performance.

Published Studies on the Effects of Health System Factors on CHW Performance
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The main health system factors unpacked, as defined by the Conceptual Framework developed by the ERT2
review group, include issues related to governance, financing, health workforce, information, medical products and
service delivery. Each of those factors can be further refined and unpacked. For example, CHW performance related to
governance would include establishing a legal framework for CHWs, aligning CHWs with national policies and strategies
and ensuring proper oversight with regard to regulation and accountability.
A majority of the literature focused on issues of health workforce and service delivery and to a lesser degree the
lack of adequate financing for CHW programs. With regard to governance, there was recognition of the need for
political will for a CHW program to be successful, but little evidence of national CHW programs or CHW programs taken
to scale, and calls for more research on these issues (see for example, UNICEF, 2004; Schneider, 2008; Haines, 2007;
Berman, 2008). There was very little information on CHW data collection or supply chains, but there was general
recognition of their needs.
The final literature review addressing CHW performance related to health systems factors including studies in
individual countries (Bhutta, 2011; Delacollette, 1996; El Arifeen, 2012; Fort & Voltero, 2004; Phillips, 1975; Schneider,
2008; Thiam, 2007) and multi‐country review reports (Berman, 1987; Frankel, 1992; Haines, 2007; Kane, 2010; Lassi,
2011; UNICEF, 2004). The design of the studies in individual countries included cluster randomized trials, quasi‐
experimental programs, case studies, before and after reviews of programs.
Among the literature, there is consensus that CHWs “must be carefully selected, appropriately trained”
(Lehmann & Saunders, 2007). There is also consensus that CHWs:








expand access to health services in resource poor areas where formal health facilities are few;
need clearly defined roles and responsibilities;
need an adequate supply chain;
need supportive management and appropriate supervision as well as availability of infrastructure support are
critical for program success;
should have a strong linkage with the community;
should have a strong interface with the formal health system;
do not replace the need for facility‐based health services.

There is also evidence that CHW programs are less costly than facility‐based services on a unit (cost per service
or output) basis – but that does not mean they are a cheap alternative to formal health services. In fact, some programs
failed to achieve their desired outcomes specifically because CHW programs were inadequately resourced (either
financially or though non‐recognition of the CHW by the formal health system) (see, for example, El Arifeen, 2012;
Delacollette, 1996).
There is agreement in the literature that there needs to be more focused attention and research on issues related to
adequate and consistent financing of CHW programs (both design and ongoing running costs). Indeed, there are many
questions related to CHW remuneration, including whether to, who should, and how much, just to name a few (as
indicated by (UNICEF, 2004; Schneider, 2008; Frankel, 1992; El Arifeen, 2012; Delacollette, 1996). We found no
conclusive evidence about CHW remuneration that could universally guide program design and implementation.
Many of the programs were focused in Asia, and there was a call for more research in Sub‐Saharan Africa.

ASSESSMENT OF THE STATE OF THE ART IN RESEARCH AND EVIDENCE ON CHW PROGRAMS
Appraisal of the Literature
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In our rethinking of the questions ERT2 should address, we emphasized the importance of understanding how
health systems factors affect CHW program performance and how the influence of health system factors could be
improved to enhance CHW program performance.
“How can formal health systems do better to improve CHW performance; including aspects of
program design, launch, scale‐up, and continuous improvement.”
The literature has provided evidence that, on a smaller scale, the existence of CHWs can have an impact on the
intermediate and distal measures of CHW performance – we know that a strategy that includes community‐based
workers can improve outcomes. Yet after numerous decades of experience with CHWs, we still know little about how
weak health systems that provide limited geographical access and suffer from significant health worker shortages can
take on the burden of supporting CHWs in order to overcome access issues. The literature reviewed tended to revolve
around a few limited questions, and did not take on the various components of our conceptual framework, with few
studies looking at actually proximate measures of CHW performance as resulting from changes in design or health
systems factors, and then linking to more intermediate and distal measures.
Overall, we feel that the available literature offers virtually no rigorous evidence to respond to our question.
Almost all of the relevant CHW literature on health system factors falls into two broad categories:
i.

Cross‐cutting major reviews of CHW literature which offer expert opinion about what health systems should do
in support of CHW programs, based mainly on observational studies of what are deemed to be more and less
successful programs.
Smaller‐scale experimental and quasi‐experimental research reports which test improvements in CHW program
design factors.

ii.

However, we do not need more rigorous studies to tell us that training or drugs are important for CHW
performance. What is largely absent from the literature but are important for effective CHW programming are:





Studies examining how much CHWs can effectively do, how their characteristics might affect performance, how
differing CHW profiles might call for differing CHW program factors;
Studies that include CHW performance standards to adequately evaluate and compare groups; and,
Studies which provide rigorous causal evidence on how specific health system factors or combinations of those
factors affect CHW performance at scale, as well as rigorous studies which test changes at scale in health
system factors and how they affect CHW performance.
Studies that examine how to improve efficiency & cost‐effectiveness of CHW Programs, such as optimal number
of tasks/interventions delivered; optimal supervisor to CHW ratio; optimal geographic/HH coverage for CHW;
optimal remuneration (financial & non‐financial) to maintain motivation & retention of CHWs.

ERT2 feels that studies focusing on programs operating at scale are what would be needed to address the main
questions it sought to review.
The literature is replete with normative statements about what types of health system support are needed for
success in CHW programs. When CHW program performance does not meet expectations, this is typically attributed
mainly to one or several shortcomings in health system support and secondarily to shortcomings in CHW program
design. Yet, there is no evidence of interventions to strengthen specific health systems support activities resulting in
improved CHW performance at scale. And these are precisely the kinds of evidence needed if policy makers and
planners intend to support health system strengthening strategies as part of efforts to sustain and improve CHW
programs.
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With the limited time available for this evidence summit, it was easiest to focus on the published literature
which creates a bias towards experimental evidence with rigorous research designs and favors smaller scale
experimental studies on CHW design factors in contrast to larger scale studies on health system factors where
experimental design was not used. While such studies have their place, they may not be the most appropriate designs.
Indeed, for understanding important factors with CHW programs, these designs may limit important learning on socio‐
cultural and other context factors, and it may be difficult to do experimental studies on scaled‐up programs, as was
recently noted in Rockers et al. review of evidence criteria related to health system factors more generally. This may
mean that to answer the kinds of questions ERT2 has identified as important, we need to modify our expectations about
research design.

Observations about the Nature of Support for Research and Evaluation
Can these shortcomings in the evidence be attributed at least in part to the support environment for research
on CHWs? We would offer the following observations:






Journal publications, which were the main source of articles in this review, may have a bias towards positive
results and more specific, focused research designs which tend to favor formative studies of CHW program
design;
Rigorous and independent evaluation of large scale program performance and system interventions at scale
is often not funded by donors and, when it is, it is often done retrospectively rather than prospectively,
making it difficult to isolate specific health system factors and their effects;
Design and implementation of interventions to strengthen health system factors at scale and link these
interventions to changes in CHW program performance is technically difficult. Research sponsors and
program implementers may be reluctant to engage with researchers and evaluators at an early stage, which
would be important for development of sound evidence; and,
The topic of health systems factors or health system strengthening (the intervention to improve health
systems factors) has lacked some precision in distinguishing between efforts to increase inputs overall (more
training, more supervision, more supplies, etc.) and efforts to change the ways in which health systems use
inputs to improve processes, outputs and outcomes.

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Conclusions
In reality, many countries are faced with acute shortage of health professionals (doctors, nurses and
midwives). Among those workforce shortage countries, there are enormous disparities in health outcomes; e.g., among
the 56 health workforce crisis countries, the child mortality rate ranges from 180 to 16 and contraceptive prevalence
ranges from 1% to 69%. At least in part, this diversity reflects the degree to which countries have deployed other kinds
of health workers – including community health workers – to compensate for the dearth of health professionals. Thus,
notwithstanding the methodological shortcomings of the studies in the literature, there is consistency in the observed
health system determinants of CHW performance; i.e., supervision, training, linkages to the formal health system, etc.,
and these are the same types of determinants we see for other types of workers. Other ERTs have examined the
importance of community supports, and so we will not discuss them here.
Although CHWs should not be considered a solution to a weak health system, they can play an important role in
health systems performance, in achieving coverage with key interventions that can influence outcomes. Fifty years of
experience and the literature both are consistent in the identification of key CHW program factors that are necessary for
CHW performance. Thus, while our review of the literature has not provided the kinds of evidence originally intended,
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we still feel there is a strong case for encouraging countries that are still some years away from having adequate
numbers of health professionals to deploy CHWs at scale and to do so in a way that reflects the accumulated body of
knowledge.
However, it is important to recognize that previous efforts to expand CHW programs have often failed precisely
because the health system was weak and not able to ensure these key CHW program design factors were in place and
consistently implemented – adequate supervision, fair incentive systems, and consistent drug supplies. We do not need
additional evidence to tell us that if these elements are missing, CHW programs do not achieve intended results. This is
exactly why our ERT shifted the question of interest from “What formal health system support is needed for CHW
performance?” to “How can health systems best consistently and sustainably support CHW performance?” We call for a
different type of evidence, less focused on small studies concerned with specific types of in‐service training or
supervision, and more focused on how we can ensure in‐service training and supervision are taking place. The scaling up
of CHW programs as part of the over‐all expansion of the health workforce should be seen as a process of continuous
learning and experimentation – we call for growth of CHW programs accompanied by evaluation and learning processes
that yield continuous adaptation. Conceptually, we can agree that supporting CHW program development can help
strengthen health systems, but that weak health systems impede effective support for CHW programs. More evidence
on this would help set and manage expectations.
The reality is that countries performing poorly on the MDGs need to act in the near term to counteract the
health workforce shortages that are impinging on their ability to make progress. They will have to make decisions with
less than perfect knowledge. However, they will also have to be ready to acknowledge that CHWs, to be effective, need
formal health system support, and thus, their role within the formal health system recognized. Our conceptual
framework for formal health system support unpacks the various layers of determinants and important considerations
for CHW programming, which can be used as a basis for building in evaluation and learning into CHW program
implementation.

Recommendations
Priorities for Policy and Action in Support of CHW Performance
 Any CHW program should include clear standards, competency‐based capacity building, on‐going mentoring and
supervision, a defined scope of work, some kind of incentives (financial/non‐financial), clear links to the formal
health system care processes, and performance monitoring and improvement.
 Supportive regulatory frameworks and regulatory bodies (councils, unions, associations) for CHW practice need
to be developed to establish defined scopes of practice, standardize training, clear career development paths
and incentive systems. This will enhance the acceptance and ‘respect’ of the CHW role among other formal
cadres and the community.
 Supervision is a continuous challenge; creative solutions or new approaches are needed to monitor, support and
coach CHWs in a consistent manner.
 Develop guidelines for formal health system support planning and monitoring, including unit costing2 and for
remedial action for weak support.
 Continued advocacy is required to engage governments and formal cadres within the health system to support a
fully prepared, integrated, and accepted CHW cadre.
 USAID should support CHW programs, contingent on significant efforts to address health system support
necessary to ensure continuous provision of CHW program factors (see previous bullet)
 The reduction of support in the 1980s for CHW programs offers important lessons for today’s revival of those
programs. USAID should help convene a global advisory group to propose strategies for avoiding a repeat of that
pattern – to focus on developing strategies to address the formal health system level support needed for

2

Some work on costing of CCM is already being done.
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functioning CHW programs. USAID should work with GHI countries to include strategies for CHW support in their
country programs and monitor progress as part of its HRH strategies.
Country health systems need to directly address the role they see for CHWs, and how they are integrated into
the formal health system, and how their role is intended to evolve as the formal health system will be evolving.
Assess at country level the extent to which multiple CHW initiatives in different regions or in the same region
but focusing on different health programs may weaken health system support through diffusing effort or
whether it has positive effects through allowing greater programmatic focus. If multiple initiatives are found to
weaken health system support, consider strategies for integration or local variation and control.
As we consider strengthening/formalizing the role of the CHW, we also need to see how this fits in with the
broader aspect of strengthening the entire health system with sustainability in mind, and towards meeting
specific MDG goals. The role of government funding sources, country ownership, and the role of the private
sector are critical components that cannot be ignored.

Priorities for Improving Availability and Use of Evidence
 Promote best practices for CHW program performance evaluations and “basic minimum” of reporting standards
on key elements which relate to health system factors, CHW program factors, proximate and intermediate
outcome measures of CHW performance, and proximate outcomes where possible.
 Evaluate long‐standing CHW programs that are operating at scale (e.g., Malawi, Ethiopia, Nigeria, etc.) to
identify and test interventions to strengthen formal health system support
 Develop a global HR research agenda that focuses on key priority areas for the next 10 years that
PEPFAR/GAVI/GFATM and other donors funding CHWs can support. This research agenda should focus on
building evidence on how the formal health system can better support and improve CHW performance in a
sustainable manner – this will include policy and implementation research.
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ANNEX 1: QUALITY AND RELEVANCY SCREENS FOR LITERATURE REVIEW
Quality Screen for Literature
Measured as Yes/No:








Study design appropriate for hypothesis
Study intervention implemented with fidelity
Equivalence of comparison groups
Endpoints (outcome measures) valid and relevant
Appropriateness of analysis
Generalizability of results
Sustainability addressed

Rating on Relevance
1 = support activities not mentioned
2 = support activities mentioned but details of how activities conducted not described
3 = support activities described but not evaluated
4 = support activities evaluated but relationship to performance not analyzed
5 = support activities described and evaluated and relationship to performance was analyzed
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